
 

 

 

 

 

SAY: Today our focus is to Be Confident and Be Empowered while staying flexible and 

managing change—understanding it, and accepting it.  

SAY: We experience change at work and at home, as we initiate and manage change, 

what are some things to keep in mind?   (Change allows us to improve; changes are 

usually more accepted if people are told why the change is necessary; change is neces-

sary; changes are usually more supported when people affected are part of the process, 

when making changes it’s important to understand how it benefits people, this is called 

the WIIFM —what’s in it for me!) 

(Trainer: read through the following exercise and lead the group through.)   

SAY:  

 I'd like everyone to put your arms out at ease, let them fall to your sides.  

 Now, I'd like everyone to cross your arms (demonstrate crossing your arms in front 

of your chest.) Good; how does that feel to you? (Answers: good, comfortable,  

normal, easy)  

 Now, cross your arms again, only this time, make sure that you put your other arm 

on top - so, for example, if your left arm is normally on top, put your right arm on 

top. How does it feel this time with the other arm on top? (Answers: strange, un-

comfortable, unnatural, I had to focus on doing it this way, etc.)  

 Could you get used to this or better at it if you practiced? (yes)  

 Exactly, this is very much the same as when we experience changes in our life at 

work or at home. At first, it feels unnatural or uncomfortable but as time goes on 

we get used to changing and even get better at doing things differently. 

  Why is change sometimes necessary? (conditions change, coworkers change, econ-

omy changes, boss’ change, things become outdated.)  

Today's Sweet Message: Change is part of our lives, help build confidence by being em-

powered to create change in a safe and productive way. Understanding how to manage 

change will help you reach your goals! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Team Recognition 

• New Associates: 

• Anniversaries: 

• Birthdays: 

GOALS: 

Quote of the Day:  

The only thing in our business that is constant is change! 

RECOGNITION: 

TRAIN - INFORM - GOALS - RECOGNITION 
For questions about this training email: Christine@thewisepineapple.com 

WISE PINEAPPLE—BE CONFIDENT 

INFORMATION: 

TRAINING: 

Sweet Hospitality—Sweet Cultures—Sweet Results!  DAILY HUDDLE 

BE A WISE PINEAPPLE                                                                                                                         
Be Confident | Be Empowered | Lead from the Heart 


